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Need for New Rainfall Intensity Atlas 
Analyses in the West 

BRIAN M. REICH 

Estimalcs of short-duration rainf'aJJ intensities provide crilicaJ 
information for the design of highway drainage system . Rapid 
growth of urban population in the arid West bas expo ed more 
drivers to the effects of undersized drainage structures. Con
temporary stormwater computations on small, semi-arid or 
urban watersheds require the estimation of rainfall intensities 
at ten-minute intervals in runoff-producing storms. Earlier 
methods such as the rational formula, required less complex 
rain data. Precipitation-frequency atlases (NOAA-2) for eleven 
western states were prepared from data prior to 1970 (1). These 
atlases were used da.ily rainfall observations regression against 
topograph.ic parameters and hydrometeorological considera
tions to draw isohyctal map for 24- and 6-hour interval . The 
24-hour maxima may follow topographic feature becau ·e they 
usually occur in winter. Visual observation in Arizona does 
not confirm this to be true with summer convective storms. 
These produce design floods on semi-arid watersheds smaller 
than 100 or 200 square miles. Regional variation of short
duration rainfall may be less sensitive to desert mountains than 
the 24-hour maps developed in NOAA-2. The shortest duration 
analyzed for NOAA-2 was one hour used at about ten percent 
of Ute sites. For example, in Arizona only 38 autographic 
recorder were used, over periods averaging less than 20 years. 
Re-analysi in that state could consider recording gages from 
over 100 additional sites, for durations as short a 10 minute ·. 
Two decades of new data at NOAA-2 sites could now reduce 
the error of estimate at these points. Improved statistical meth
ods are also available. Highway and olher engineers in ten 
Western tates wouJd gain from new analyses of short-duration 
intensity data available from recording rain gages operated by 
many agencies. This paper attempts to en•e admini trators, 
drainage engineer , and other who may con ·idcr the imple
mentation of re-studfos in a western state. The l6-year-old 
western-rainfall intensity atlas should be replaced after tJie 
short-duration recorder data now available have been ana
lyzed. High intensities for durations as short as 10-minutes are 
particularly important to Western drainage design. Analysis 
of such data was absent from NOAA-2. 

Urban hydrograph models and modern computer synthesi. of 
flood peaks from mall (less than about JOO q . mi.) de ert 
watersheds depen I on rain fa ll input. Rainfa ll intensity duri ng 
flood-producing storms, varies rapidly in time and pace . 
Water beds are being rapidly urbanized and heavy urban 
highway use i increasing during times normally associa ted 
with intense rainfall (usually late afternoons) . 

Many high-priced development bo rder on hi ghway ri 1IHS
of-way and property owners fea r that impr per highway de ign 
will lead to fl ood damage. Pavement lra inage. culve rt sizing, 
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storm drains , channel design, bank protection, and bridging 
of larger streams could all be improved by better rainstorm 
data. Regional flood-frequency studies for large non-urban
ized watersheds also require rainfall intensity as an inde
pendent variable when regressing stream gage flood estimates 
against environmental parameters. 

COMMUNITY INTEREST IN RESTUDY 
THROUGHOUT THE ARID WEST 

Surveys of the need to improve rainfall-intensity manuals are 
becoming common in southwestern communities . Phoenix , 
Arizona, had such an investigation (2) performed at the same 
time that Maricopa County, in which it is located , commis
sioned another engineering firm to perform a similar inves
tigation (3). In a Cla1:k County, N vada, tudy (4), fre quency 
plots suggested a 45-percent increa e in hon-duration rain
fall. The study recommends that "NOAA should periodically 
update the a tlases where the period o f record is short. ' R e
analysis of 45 years of National Weather ervice (NWS) data 
at Billings, Montana , h.owed that 5- to 15-minute estimates 
for 5- to 100-year frequencies were 1.6 to 1.3 times greater 
than NOAA-2 values re pectively (5) . Many more examples 
could be given of the concern felt by local communities in 
relying entirely on NOAA-2 for small-watershed designs . 

A rash o f independent tudie po es other problems. Many 
cities or coun ties have more rain gages than they are able to 
analyze, but one Arizona county comprising over 10,0 0 . quare 
miles has not even one gage ! Very fe w small jurisdictions 
have the specialized personnel to either select or adequately 
supervise a consultant for this work . Analysis of data from a 
single gage, even if performed correctly with appropriate sta
tistical methods, lacks the validation provided by a regional 
study. Individual point values may reflect unfortunate sam
pling error . A state-wide approach would overcome this prob
lem and facili ta te tandardized data collect ion and processing. 
This scale of effo rt hould engender clos cooperation with 
other agencies with data sources , including the NWS, and be 
able to achieve the necessary conformity at state boundaries. 

JUSTIFICATION FOR STUDY OF NEWLY -
ACQUIRED RAIN DATA 

Acce lerated urba niza tio n in t he uthwe t is con ·ta ntly 
increasing driver-exp ure to haza rds as ociated with high 
rainfa ll intensities. T he urgency was much le erious when 
NOAA-2 was planned, almost two decades ago. At that time 
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the rational formula prevailed, and urban hydrology was in 
its infancy. Investigations of flash floods, as well as the short 
duratfon and the compact aerial extent of de, ert convective 
storms, were at an early stage. 

In the past twenty years design engin ers have become 
equipped with powerful hydro.logy software for per onal com
puter-. Runoff computati n can now u e data comprising 
spatially and temporally varied rainfall intensities for dura
tions far horter than one hour , the period used for the NOAA-
2 atlases. Highway-drainage engineering for rhe future ju -
tifies new analyses of the large pool of break-point rainfall 
data that has accumulated in the la t three decad s. Deter
ministic runoff models might lull users into a false sense of 
security, if used with the bort-duration rainfall estimates 
derived from NOAA-2. Today's technology deserves updated 
regiona l analy es of the increased number of recording rain 
gages and years of data . A recent pre-print (6) indicated po -
sibilities. The number of stations for individual states included: 
Arizona, 5; New Mexico, 2; Nevada, 4; and Utah 5. The 
authors of a similar study promulgated a finer delineation by 
dividing California into eight regions (7). It used 250 stations, 
averaging more than 27 years. 

RE-STUDIES OF OLD DATA, ONGOING NWS 
CONTRIBUTIONS 

Th eastern portion of the United State did receive a re-
tudy (8), although it previou daraba e (9) was much more 

sub tantial than is presently available for the arid west. Like
wise, California updated NOAA-2 three years after its release. 
In fact, thal State produced its own three-volume study (10). 
Other restudies are more numerous than generally known. 
Many western small watershed hydrologists only know of 
NOAA-2. Some are aware of Hershfield (9) "Rainfall Fre
quency Atlas of rhe United State " (TP-40). Recently NWS 
published a very useful Teclmica! Memorandum which con
fusingly also ha the number "40" in its title HYDR0-40 (I!). 
lt extend om of the depth-area work of the Agricultural 
Re earch Service (12) across all of Arizona and the we tern 
half of New Mexico. NOAA Technical Re port, NWS 27, deal 
with inter-durational storms, between one and 24 hours (13). 
Most highway drainage designs in the arid West involve dura
tions of less than 60 minutes. 

OPPORTUNITY TO AUGMENT NWS DATABASE 

Except for alifornia, the I ven w stern tate are poorly 
equipped with recording min gage . n equently data short
age was a basic problem when NOAA-2 was prepared for the 
U.S. Soil Con ervation ervice using pre-1970 data(/). omc 
western states are have fewer recording rain gages than others. 
The NWS maintains fewer than 40 recording rain gages in 
each of Utah, Nevada, and Arizona. Most intense summer 
rainstorms in the Southwest cover very small areas. Fortu
nate ly, longstanding experimental rangeland and desert 
watershed research has b en pursued for many decades by 
tbe Agricultural Re·earch Service (A RS) the U.S. Fore t 
Service (USFS) and s veral univecitie . These scientific 
endeavors have included operating den lletworks containing 
many recording rain gages spaced only a few miles apart. Most 
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of these dense networks are located at higher elevations than 
the rain gage in the NWS network. They contain information 
on areal and temporal characteristics of short-duration fl od
producing storm that should be analyzed and pre ented to 
designer . Some of these data fill regional void in the tale· 
wide NW networks and th re is a need to proces it in a 
consistent format. 

Arizona, for which a state-of-the-art study was recently 
completed, is u ed a an example (14). Figure 1 shows the 3 
NW recording rain gages from wllich 731 tation-year of 
data were u ed in NOAA-2. Only 29 tations are maintained 
by the NWS today (fig. 2). Data were limited by being tab
ulated at the end of each clock-hour. On average, each gage 
sampled 3, LOO quare miles. The information shortage is made 
worse by the rare occurrence and potty nature of heavy 
rainfall centers in an arid region. Resea rch in southea tern 
Arizona showed, for 30 minute rains, that the highest point 
rainfall can be more than twice the average depth across an 
80- quare-mile storm (15). NOAA-2 was limited by a gro 
spatia l network which mi sed many larger point value . 
Moreover, the average record length of less rhan 20 years 
produced unreliable estimate at each gage site particularly 
for le s-frequent ev nts such a a 50-year storm. 

Today 104 recording gages are operated by agen ics 
throughout Arizona (fig. 3 and table 1). Some f the e data 
are digitized each time storm inten ity changes (break-point 
data) . This is the typ of information needed by de igner . 
Future analy ·is hould focus on proce · ing data in "break
p int" format. Longer hi tories and additional ·ites add up 
to about 3,000 station-year of additional data in Arizona 
al.one. The longer record will provide more reliable 100-year 
point estimates. 

NW has added, or replaced weighing-bucket chart recorders 
with Fisher & Porter punched paper-tape gages at 17 ite 
(indicated by clo ed circle in fig. 2). Table I how · that other 
agencie · have increa ed the number of recording gage in 
Arizona markedly. Many are located in areas that supplement 
the NW network , uch a the Mogollon Rim (an extensive 
topographic feature with relatively high annual rainfall) and 
outheastern Arizona closer to the Gulf of Mexico moi ture 

source. Since some of the older records were fairly long before 
they were terminated, an Arizona re-study could use about 
a hundred recording rain gage (fig. 3). 

ANTICIPATED RESULTS OF NEW RAINFALL 
INTENSITY STUDIES 

In addition to providing western sta tes countie, and local 
government agencie · with updated analy e from an expanded 
databa e of short-duration rainfall measurements, the con
templated investigation should yield additional design tool 
to those found in TP-40 or NOAA-2. Research in Arizona 
has hown that flood peak and flood hydrographs are heavily 
influenced by the high-inten ity rainfalls that la. t for thirty 
minute or less (12). With expanding urbanizati n in the desert 
southwest , tbese flash floods may bee me more frequent and 
severe. Expanding population means that more people will 
suffer the effect of mudfl ws and floods. Therefore. financial 
and societal benefits will result from regional studies of rainfall 
recorded auiographically during the last few decades. 

Second, the dichotomy which presently exist between the 
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FIGURE 1 Arizona sites of NOAA-2 clock hour data use. 

two latest NWS IDF-atlases, TP-40 and NOAA-2, can be 
resolved. Reference is made to the introduction in NOAA-2 
of complex isolines (fig. 4), which suggest large differences 
in rainfall intensities switching back and forth many times 
over small d.i stances, even within a county. Application of 
the e contorted isolines requires considerable time, and 
enhance. the opportunity for error in engineering or hydro
logic de ' ign. Paucity of short-duration data in the NOAA-2 
study, coupled with the apparently random spatial occurrence 
of thunder storms, leads observers of desert phenomena to 
question NOAA-2's high, short-rainfall maxima on lone desert 
mountains. Some engineers prefer TP40's smoothed user
friendly maps (fig. 5). 

Third, tatewide studies would reduce the tendency for 
smaller communities to re-analyze update records of one local 
gage. 

A fourth benefit of a unified study is that it would provide 
an opportunity to consolidate the expert knowledge of sci
ent ists whose missions are other than highway design (16). 
These re earchers migbt offer valuable advice and po ibly 
olve some highway de ign problems. One component of the 

proposed project would be to cl velop hydrology/hydraulic 
engineering manual from research results that might other
wise be only partially reported in cienlific journal . 

A final benefit to highway engineer from the proposed 
research is a digital database, allowing instant sit -specific 

answers to be obtained from a personal computer. This would 
greatly reduce time and errors in executing drainage 
calculations. 

PRIME REFERENCES AND CONCEPTS OF 
DESIGN RAINFALL 

A cientific review recently reported 137 papers dealing with 
the analy ·is of torm rainfall and hydrometeorology (14). About 

ne-third of the re~ rences included Arizona data. A imilar 
proportion concerned other parts of the arid, western United 
States. The non-arid United States and overseas studies com
prised a quarter of the documents, and the remainder dealt 
with selected topics in hydromeleorol gy-primarily the 
interaction of ra.infall with regional topography in the inter
pr tation of tatistically anomalou result . hi body of phy -
i.cal cien e can provide essential help in drawing isolines among 
the parse network of recording rain gages (17-19). 

Time Distribution Within Storms 

State-side, unified studies would also provide new methods 
for estimating intensities within design storms situated over 
small watersheds. Sequences of rainfall increments within a 
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1987. 

runoff-producing storm provide necessary input for deter
ministic hydrograph models. Such sequence. may be u ed on 
ungaged urban or rural water heds to predict flood volumes, 
flo d peak , and flood forecasting algorithms. a well a for 
predfoting scour or deposition via computerized edirnent 
transport model . A recently produced national design storm 
involved data from only five Arizona ites (20). The design 
storm values were based on an average of 30 rains per year 
at each site. The time-distribution of many small events rep
resent an entirely differe.nt univer e from the few flood-pro
ducing storm ' of interest to the highway designer. New inves
tigation· of flood-producing storms, ba ed on th large pool 
of break-point data available from various agencies are needed 
in the west. 

It seems appropriate to take advantage of 'the addi tional 
number of rain gage and th ir lon~er rec rds. tate-wide or 
regional effo rts to digitize the many unprocessed rainfall 
recorder charts for 10- through 60-minute and 2-, 6-. and 24-
hour annual maximum series should begin. In Arizona, the 
databa e has quadrupled since NOAA-2 was developed. 
NOAA-2 analysis was restricted largely to daily ob ervation , 
upplemented by clock-hour accumulations al a few hort

record station in all we tern. tate , except alifomia. Today, 
investigations could analyze much more short-duration data 
in the ten western states. 

TP40: An Early National IDF Atlas 

ln 1961 the Weather Bureau of the U. . Department of Com
merce publi bed Technical Paper No. 40 (TP40) , Rainfall 
Frequency Atlas of the United tates, for Durati n from 30 
Minutes to 24 Hour and Retum Periods from l co JOO Years" 
(9). For it time, thi was a monumental effort. For the entire 
country , it u ed 2,081 tat ion thai had clock-hour data. The 
record were for lhe period l938 tbrough 1957, none being 
le. than 5 year . The Arizona sub ·et compri ed 38 station . 
A nationwid ubset of 200 tation · was used to interrelate 
rainfall intensities for interval as short as 30 minutes by estab· 
lishing average relationship. to clock-hour amo011ts. ixty
mi.nute amounts are distinguished from clock-hour amount 
in that the former repre ent the maximum 60-rninute depth 
regardle ·s of when the continuou period occurred. A rela
tion bip wa developed between the 1-h ur depth and the 6-
and 24-hour depths for return-period from J- t I 0 -year . 

Mapping relied on a larger network of 185 daily gages 
nationwide. Maximum annual rainfall data for elected dura
tion at each of these site · yielded a ·eries . Each of the e wa 
then fitted by an extreme value (EV) pr bability di tribution 
(21). Thereafter generalized relationship etween th daily 
estimate and those for durations of 30-minute · . l- , 2-, 3-
6-, 12- and 24-hour estimate and J-, 2-, 5-, 10-, 25- 50- and 
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FIGURE 3 Recording raingages in Arizona available for a new 
study. 

HlO-year frequencie were used to complete the atlas. The 
i olines were smoothed through the national network of daily 
rain gages. 

Arizona wa. repre. entecl on the completed m11ps by about 
five quare inches. For example the 100-year 1-hour (PlOOylh) 
isoline for 2.5, 2, and 1.5 inches depicted four smooth, 
continuous, concentric areas ( ee fig . 5). Thi early report 
provided a useful , user-friendly de ign manual. Tn the pre· 
computer era, it extracted a high level of informati n from. a 
minimal history of short-duration rainfall-intensity measure
menl . The transition of storm estimates aero s Arizona was 
sufficiently gradual that most countries were contained within 
a pair of i olines. For example, the 1-hour 100-year return 
period ch'lnges gradually from 2 inches on Maricopa County's 

TABLE 1 RECORDING 
RAINGAGES IN ARIZONA 
WITH ADEQUATE DATA 
FOR ANALYSIS IN 1987 

No. of 
Agency Raingages 

NWS 38 
USFS 17 
ARS 26 
UOA 14 
Various 9 
Total 104 

western boundary to 3 inches at its eastern extremity. The 
isoline trends are north-south, with very gentle curvature. 

NOAA-2: Computer Attempt to Synthesize Inside 
Same Gages 

NOAA-2 had the advantage of mainframe compllters and 
ab ut ten years of addili nal record in developing maps for 
eleven western states. In a imilar manner to TP40 thi tudy 
provided ·ome benefits LO each state from slation beyond it 
borders. TheNOAA-2 tudydcvelopedrelation hips between 
24-hour maxima and the followi ng facto rs: terrain slope, annual 
moisture, I cation and roughne " The equations were applied 
to a dense grid on topographic map . Thi information was 
subsequently fitted by tight , contorted i olines for every two
tenth of an incb. NOAA-2 pre ·ented a set of very detailed 
synthetic map for selected return period (2-year to 100-year) 
for botb 6- and 24-hour durations. The map of each state 
were about 110 qua re inches in area. Tbe effect f thi. high 
degree of precis ness on potential u ers can be appreciated 
by examining figure 4 for P100y6h . Hydrologists who endeavor 
to determine floods from NOAA-2 ar confronted with aver
aging among the intricately calloped isolines for P100y6h or 
·imilar maps from the atlas. Nevertheless, some of the verall 
trend that are apparent despite the detail have been explained 
elsewhere on hydro111etc()rological grounds 17) . ·or in ·tance, 
the decrea e in isohyetal ri e in 1he northeast quarter of Ari-
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FIGURE 4 NOAA-2 map for 100-year 6-hour rainfall, tenths of an inch. 

zona on the lee of the Mogollon l<.1m is caused by atmospheric 
moisture depletion. 

Hydrometeorology 

Excellent descriptions of the physical pr ce ses re pon ible 
for major storms were al ·o given in Hydrometeorological 
Report 49 (17) . 'Thal report included 26 major part. of five 
tates. Of most importance t the highway program is the 

section describing ideal storms, which are defined as "heavy 
rains exceeding 3 inche · in 3 h urs or les , that are reasonably 
isolated from urrounding rains." 1t is very unlikely for ·uch 
a local storm, much less its epicenter, to occur in a rain gage 
of the spar e NWS network gages. One of the e storm pro
duced 8 inches within 45 minute near Fort M have , Arizona. 
This IiMR 50 (18) al o di cus ed "cloud mergers " where 
synergistic effects produce far greater rain Uian the sum of 
the water from s parate cloud that do not collide. These 
complex mechanisms produce very heavy short-duration rain 
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which affects the ever-expanding road network. These vio
lent, local, hort-duration storms produce floods in the huge 
number of watersheds smaller than about 100 square miles 
(22) . 

Future analy e should con ider hydroclirnatologica l z nes 
for which single values apply. Watersheds traddling a number 
of i. oline can be simply handled as the design I oint moves 
close to zonal bounda.rie . Jf the proposed Arizona analysis 
is able to solve the e problem , other arid states will be able 
to plan their re-analyses of short-duration rainfall intensities 
more effectively. 

Time Distribution and Areal Reduction 

Studies are also needed that include the interduration vari
ation of rainfa ll amounts for different durations and frequen
cies and the reduction of point values to an area. ormally , 
bydrnlogic de ign involves the o rder in which amount · for 
selected durations occur, in addition to the average depth of 
precipitation over a particular drainage area. 

The southea tern U.S. was fortunate to get a tudy (23) that 
meets such de lgn needs. It suggests that the short-interval inter
durational variability of rain storms in the southwestern United 

States is critical. Several studies of within-storm rain at Walnut 
Gulch Watershed in southeastern Arizona have been prepared 
by the ARS (15). Data from additional small networks in the 
west should be studied. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is a tremendous amount of short-duration rainfall inten
sity data aw1ilable today for we tern states compared with 
what was available for the OAA-2 publication in the early 
1970s. Moreover that study relied heavily on dai ly rain gllge 
data. oday there is great need for e timating rainfall inten
sities for the 10-, 15-, and 30-minute durations with which 
arid-region flood peak and hydrographs are strongly corre
lated. Highway hydraulic engineers will be able to enter the 
microcomputer era f hydrologic design only if the temporal 
and spatial properties of torm rainfall are described quan
titatively. T he technology to proce and tatistically analyze 
these data is available. It bas been estimated that ab ut one
third of a million dollars would be needed in order to perform 
such a task for Arizona in the next two years (14) . Most other 
western states have le data and may require less funding. 

Some economic could be achieved by consolidating tudies 
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for several western states. It is time that this third of the 
country has aa updated rainfall de ·ign atlas, such as has been 
available for the eastern United States for over 10 years (8, 
22). 
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